From traditional to contemporary, iflo offers a complete range of bathroom solutions to satisfy even the most demanding of requirements. Iflo products are extensively tested and built to last, which is why they carry unbeatable quality guarantees.

www.iflo.co.uk
Available exclusively at City Plumbing Supplies and Travis Perkins Branches across the country.
Quick Guides

Preparing and Fixing

1. Adhesive - Used for bonding a tile to a surface. Available with fast and slow setting times, suitable for walls/floors: speak to an advisor to find the right one for your job.

2. Grout - For filling tile joints. It is available in a wide variety of colours to complement, enhance or match tiles being used.

3. Primers - Used to prepare a surface ready for bonding tiles to it.

4. Sealing - Applying a penetrant ‘sealant’ will prevent the absorption of liquids or other debris into the tile. Used to treat porous materials including quarry tile, grout, natural stone and glazed porcelain. Sealer is not usually necessary for glazed ceramic tiles, other than crackle glazed tiles.

5. Silicone - Used to create a flexible movement joint whilst sealing the gap between tiles and another surface, eg, bath, worktop and sink.

6. Tile Trims - Used to finish off tile edges, for example around a window sill.

7. Underfloor Heating - A low cost and maintenance-free way of heating your home without having to arrange your room around wall-mounted radiators. Costs as little as £6/metre per year to run.

Tiles

1. Ceramic tiles - Tiles that are made from fired clay which are fired to give strength and available in many colours.

2. Floor tiles - Suitable for wall and floor use.

3. Glass - Glass tiles do not absorb moisture or become stained. They are easy to clean and are available in a wide variety of styles, sizes and colours.

4. Mosaic - Ceramic, porcelain, glass, metal or stone tile mounted on mesh for ease of installation. May come in squares, octagons, hexagons or random shapes.

5. Natural stone - Examples are: marble, limestone, slate and quartz. Each tile has a unique pattern and colouring which is part of their beauty.

6. Porcelain tiles - The materials used and the process of making the tile make it highly durable, strong and resistant to temperature extremes.

7. Rectified tile - Tiles that have cut sides to ensure that all the tiles are uniform in size and are perfectly square.

8. Wall tiles - Suitable only for walls.

Find out more about our beautiful Capri range on Pg 25.

Our classically styled Middleton range can be found on page 18/19.
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Materials

Porcelain

The higher firing temperature of porcelain tiles ensures that they are fully vitrified, producing tiles with enhanced properties which are harder wearing, with increased load ratings and the manufacturing process of unglazed or through body porcelain means that if the tile suffers an impact chip or scratch, the original colour remains. Unglazed porcelain tiles require sealing with a suitable sealer before grouting. As with ceramic tiles, the manufacturing and firing process may produce a variance in tone or size between batches. Therefore it is important to ensure that all boxes are marked with the same batch number and tiles from a number of boxes are mixed during fixing.

Mosaics

All of our mosaics are fixed onto a netted mesh to make cutting and designing borders or features easier. The majority of mosaics come in a 30x30cm size and can be made up of a range of materials, such as glass, metal and natural stone. We recommend using ultra-fine adhesive and grout to help prevent scratching and damage.

Natural Stone

Our travertine, marble, slate and granite ranges are natural products quarried from around the world. These tiles are produced from naturally occurring stone and therefore the colour and patterning may vary quite considerably between tiles - this is a feature of this kind of product. All natural stones require specific treatment while fixing, including initial cleaning, impregnator sealing and on-going maintenance.

It is important all relevant instructions are followed – printed guides are available so please ask in branch for advice. A white powder adhesive should be used for all light coloured natural stones as a grey adhesive may show through and darken the tiles after being fixed.

Using our brochure

To help make browsing our brochure easier we have created an easy and simple way of identifying what tile is suitable for wall, floor or both, and of what material it is made of.

Each tile has a unique SKU code which can be used both in store and on our website.

Ceramic

With a glazed finish on the front and a clay “biscuit” backing, ceramic tiles are available in many colours and sizes, in gloss and matt finishes. The higher porosity biscuit of many wall tiles allows the use of ready-mixed adhesives. The use of inkjet printing technology in some ranges adds a natural appearance. Some ceramic tiles can be used on the floor. Due to the manufacturing and firing process, ceramic tiles may vary in tone or size between batches and therefore it is important to ensure that all boxes are marked with the same batch number and tiles from a number of boxes are mixed during fixing.

Quartz

Our ‘Mirror’ range is made of agglomerate quartz which is graded quartz and mirror glass compressed and blended together with a resin to produce an amazing finish. Special fixing adhesive is required for this material.

Materials Key

Stone & Metal
Porcelain
Glass, Stone, Metal
Solid
Engineered
Laminated
Glass & Stone
Glass & Metal
Resin
Luxury Vinyl Tile
Be in the Spotlight

We have introduced six inspirational trends to choose from to give you a different feel for each room of your home. For your next home improvement project, whether you’re redecorating your kitchen, bathroom, hallway, bedroom or living room, we have all the hints and tips for getting the look using up-to-the-minute trends that are set to stay.

Our six leading trends Greige, Industrial Concrete, Precious Metals, Geometric, Moroccan Bazaar and Lustre, share different ideas of how you can make the most of the space that your room has to offer. Our range of on-trend and exclusive tiles along with ideas on soft furnishings and colours to choose from will inspire you.

Check out iDesign online at www.tilegiant.co.uk/idesign or in store to create your dream room.
We have a wide range of bathroom tiles from the crisp, minimalist look to the warm, subtle tones and textures of natural stone effect. You can find everything you need from ceramics and porcelains to natural stone and glass.
Rhodos

This chic rectified porcelain tile is at home in any environment; with smooth lines and matching mosaics it has everything to complete your room. It is suitable to go on both the wall and floor so no need to worry over choosing a co-ordinating tile, this has it all and is perfect for underfloor heating.
Studio

Delicately designed with subtle hints of natural stone, Studio is elegantly crafted to bring depth and warmth to your home. Available in three colours to meet all tastes with co-ordinating floor tiles and a sculptured wave decor.
Tayba

Bevelled edged to create a unique feature, this ceramic tile captures the very essence of high quality marble without the maintenance and cost.
Replica

Elegant in its simplicity, this gloss ceramic is designed to replicate natural stone using the latest inkjet technology. Replica is available in three colours to complement any environment in both wall and floor.

- **Ivory 25x50cm**
- **Grey 25x50cm**
- **Steel Grey 25x50cm**

- **Ivory 33x33cm**
- **Grey 33x33cm**
- **Steel Grey 33x33cm**

- **Delaware Brick Mosaic 30x30cm**
- **Italiana Gris (5x10) 30x30cm**
- **Ivory 33x33cm**
Essence

Beautiful satin finish tile available in three colours, this tile is the epitome of modern living with its straight cut and simple features.
i-Pietra

These stunning rectified tiles come in a lappato finish in four subtle colours and blended tones. i-Pietra brings a warmth and quality to your home.
Kiev

This matt, neutrally-shaded range offers a choice of modern industrial tones that will add a concrete feel to any floor. Available in Sand and Smoke, the Kiev range is a durable and contemporary tile in a trend that is here to stay.
Quarcita
Highly textured glazed porcelain tile with a featured “split-face” decor enabling it to be suitable for bathrooms, this tile is available in four colours and is suitable for wall and floor. Whatever your choice this tile is certain to capture your imagination.
Montana

Contemporary colours fitted into a popular split-face design, excellent as a feature wall. For use in wet areas.

Beige 19x57cm

Anthracite 19x57cm
Silueta

Classic ceramic in a large format, designed to create a luxurious feeling of space with a beautiful structured decor tile to add that little bit extra.
Roundhay

This matt finished ceramic tile is designed to replicate natural marble using the latest ink jet technology and is available in two different colours. Elegant in its simplicity and represents true value for money.
Middleton

A classically-styled tile with a contemporary twist. Modern and semi-polished plaster effect, this premium quality British-made tile comes with a complementary damask decor to create an accent panel or feature wall. Suitable for use on the wall or floor to create seamless design lines on your project.

Light Grey
30x50cm
745868

Light Grey Damask
30x50cm
745869

White
30x50cm
745879

White Damask Decor
30x50cm
745880
Aquarelle

Create a contemporary and stylish bathroom area with this unique wall tile range. With options of classic silver grey tones or bold vibrant colours, these gloss textured tiles will breathe life into any bathroom project. Designed with inspiration from the Aegean Ocean and majestic cloud formations, this range will combine the beauty of nature with crisp modern living into your home.

Please note that there are several variations to each design in order to give a more individual look.

Palewood

These warm grey structured tiles will bring texture to any room. The Swing Decor tiles are designed to be used as a feature with the complementary Palewood tile. Alternatively, the Swing Decor tiles can be used on their own to create a dramatic feature to your room.
Flysch

Flysch is an enticing glazed tile with a textured surface and has a high slip resistance rating, making it perfect for the walls and floors of any bathroom or kitchen. This porcelain tile is available in a matt finish making it a great choice for creating a natural stone effect style.
Atlas

Atlas is an elegant glazed rectified tile, suitable for the wall and floor that will complement any kitchen or bathroom. This porcelain tile is available in gris, beige and blanco in a lappato finish to create a modern style.
Augusta

Augusta is a graceful glazed wall tile, with a smooth texture that will complement any bathroom or kitchen. It is available in two shades, Bone and Grey. Created using inkjet technology to give wider variety in design.

Bone
25x50cm

Grey
25x50cm
Icon

Icon is an elegant glazed tile, with a flat texture suitable for the wall and floor that will complement any bathroom or kitchen. This porcelain tile is available in a matt finish in white, grey and beige making it a great choice for creating a contemporary style. A complementary mosaic is available to complete the look.
Capri Glossy

Certain to stay on-trend, this gloss replication of travertine is available as a wall tile. The tiles are designed to vary and create a true natural feel with no maintenance.
Traces
Discreetly lined to create a contemporary bark effect texture. This glazed rectified porcelain tile is available in chic modern black, a warm mushroom grey and soft vanilla, this can be used on both walls and floor and is ideal for underfloor heating.
Syncro

Exquisite glazed vitrified ceramic designed to make a statement. This tile is available in two sizes and has a decorative feature tile in the latest structured finish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acero 60x60cm</td>
<td>444863</td>
<td>Acero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acero 60x60cm Relief</td>
<td>833001</td>
<td>Acero Relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acero 30x85cm</td>
<td>444863</td>
<td>Acero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acero 30x85cm Relief</td>
<td>833001</td>
<td>Acero Relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crema 50x85cm</td>
<td>638933</td>
<td>Crema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crema 60x60cm</td>
<td>250796</td>
<td>Crema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crema Relief 50x85cm</td>
<td>250797</td>
<td>Crema Relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crema Relief 60x60cm</td>
<td>250795</td>
<td>Crema Relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gris 50x85cm</td>
<td>638934</td>
<td>Gris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gris 60x60cm</td>
<td>638934</td>
<td>Gris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gris Relief 50x85cm</td>
<td>250796</td>
<td>Gris Relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gris Relief 60x60cm</td>
<td>250797</td>
<td>Gris Relief</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evolution

The ultimate in modern living, this rectified porcelain tile meets the expectations we have in today’s life. The appearance of the tiles vary to create a true natural look and are available in two sizes, both can be used on wall and floor. This tile is truly versatile.
Premium Glass

We have a wide variety of stone and glass mosaics that can truly bring your home to life. Be creative and design your own feature walls or borders.

- Cream/Beige Pearl Mix 30x30cm
- London Mix Mix 28.5x30cm
- Delaware Brick Mosaic 30.5x30.5cm
- Metallic Modular mosaic 30x30cm
- Moonlight Modular 30x30cm
- New York Mini Mix 28.5x30.6cm

We recommend using the ultra-fine Mapei SF grout range to avoid scratching of glass and metallic mosaics.
Fitting instructions

1. Place the mosaic sheet face down on a flat surface
2. Peel this backing paper off the MosaicFix mesh (A)
3. Line the MosaicFix mesh up with two sides of the mosaic sheet (C) and press firmly in place
4. Trim off any excess MosaicFix mesh with a sharp Knife

(A) (B) (C) (D)
Mix it up

TOP TIP
Try our easyfix mosaic support mesh backing for an easier install of mosaics
The perfect floor tile needs to be strong, durable and look right for you and your home. Find your perfect floor tile in our latest range of quality, fashionable tiles.
Tibur

With its trend setting 47.2x70.8cm size this large format, rustic effect porcelain tile has been designed using the latest in high definition ink jet technology to recreate the everlasting appeal of natural travertine.
Tassel

Modern classic, these gorgeous tiles come in a random pack with 25 unique, Victorian designs.
This is only a representation of some of the designs that are available. Each box contains a random selection of designs and cannot be hand-picked.

**Grafito**

![Grafito Designs](image)

**Perla**

![Perla Designs](image)

**Crema**

![Crema Designs](image)
Canyon

Beautifully textured and glazed porcelain with uniquely designed patterns, ideal for any modern room. Can be fitted using a modular pattern to give a more unique look.
This sleek, modern, highly polished porcelain tile is at home in any environment designed for style and durability.
Touchstone

This modern rectified porcelain tile, with its speckled appearance, fits perfectly within any contemporary setting.

- 723744 Sand Shell 30x60cm
- 917814 Smoked Grey 30x60cm
- 723745 Walnut 30x60cm
Basaltina

Clean cut lines that you dream of, this rectified porcelain tile is so understandably elegant it exudes refinement. Available in three modern colours with a co-ordinating mosaic to add that designer touch to your room.
Urban is an alluring glazed tile, available in beige, grey and charcoal, with a rustic texture suitable for the wall and floor that will complement any kitchen or bathroom. This porcelain tile is available in a matt finish making it a great choice for creating a rustic style.
Sherpa

Sherpa is a new porcelain tile range that is exclusive to Tile Giant. Available in Beige and Grey, the rustic edging of the tile will give a rugged, aged look that is on-trend and will fit into kitchen, bathroom or hallway.

Beige 40x60cm

Grey 40x60cm
Sequoia

This realistic wood effect glazed porcelain complete with knots to emulate real wood, is available in three realistic colours and is in a large ‘plank’ format adding to the realism.

- Dark Oak 14x84cm
- Limed Oak 14x84cm
- Light Oak 14x84cm

Grip

Stunning wood effect tile with a Slip Resistant surface. This tile is rated R11 and therefore is suitable for public areas such as restaurants and bars as well as domestic use.

- Sequoia Grip Dark Oak 14x84cm
- Sequoia Grip Light Oak 14x84cm
- Sequoia Grip Limed Oak 14x84cm
Nian

This glazed porcelain tile is ideal for anyone who dreams of slate but doesn’t have the time! Beautifully textured without having to worry about the natural variances of thickness, this black slate effect tile is ideal for underfloor heating.

Naturae

Wood grain effect glazed porcelain enabling you to have that beautiful realistic wood finish you always hoped for. Available in five colours and a natural for underfloor heating. The true beauty of wood is captured in Naturae.
Emulated Stone

This natural slate effect glazed porcelain tile requires no sealing or maintenance whilst capturing all the benefits of real slate. Wonderfully textured and available in three realistic slate colours so you can really create that rustic feel, this tile is ideal for underfloor heating.

Buxy

This matt large format porcelain tile has a subtle shimmer to add that little bit extra, available in a marbled anthracite and a warm travertine sandstorm colour.
Caliza
Deep cream travertine effect porcelain in a large format to help create that illusion of space, a tile that is certain to remain timeless.

Gradino
A highly textured glazed porcelain tile which is available in four different colours and ideal for wet rooms and underfloor heating.
Carla

Carla is a beautiful beige unglazed rectified tile, with a smooth texture suitable for the floor that will complement any kitchen or bathroom. This polished porcelain tile is available in a gloss finish making it a great choice for creating a natural stone style. Natural stone effect tiles imitate the look of natural stones, perfect for bringing an authentic natural look into your living places. Tiles that look like natural stone help produce a neater, compact look and transform a house into a home.
Botticino

Brilliant high gloss earth-effect ceramic tiles with fantastic, detailed character. This range is sure to add a wow factor in any room.
Super

Available in two sizes, this through-body rectified, polished porcelain tile is timeless in classic white and black.
Arkesia

The latest in polished porcelain, this rectified tile makes a statement by emanating elegance from every pore with a gentle swirl it will enhance any room. Durable beauty, quality without compromise.

Beige 60x60cm 444670
Beige 30x60cm 250801

Blanco 60x60cm 444671
Blanco 30x60cm 250802
Art nouveau

This beautiful range of tile is at home in any environment, stunningly simplistic you can make as intricate or as simple as your project and dreams allow. This range allows that the only limit is your imagination.
Traditional beauty, this range allows you to create the illusion of having the classic Victorian without the intricate work.
Mix Concept

This stone effect glazed porcelain tile offers a rustic yet contemporary look for any room, with an eye-catching modular style pattern.

Multipietra

Fantastic example from the new concept of mixed grain stone effect tiles. With combinations of detailed veins, blended warm tones and sharp stippled designs, the mixed designs of these tiles will ensure your walls and floors never become boring.
Sativa

Sativa is a beautiful high quality and hard wearing tile that would be a welcome addition to any home. Made from glazed porcelain, Sativa is not just practical, but is stylish and available in two on-trend shades.

Bone 50x50cm

Cool Grey 50x50cm
Brooklyn Rock Ridge and Brooklyn Willow Grey are impressive grey rectified glazed porcelain tiles with a bumpy texture suitable for the floor that will complement any bathroom, kitchen or lounge.

NEW
Park

Park is an elegant glazed tile available in white, beige and grey. It has a lappato finish in the 45x67.5cm size with a raised profile texture and a matt finish in the 60x60cm. Suitable for the wall and floor, it will complement any bathroom, kitchen or lounge.

NEW

Extreme White

Extreme White is a premium bright white rectified polished porcelain floor and wall tile. Produced using new glaze polishing technology, the colour is a much brighter white than most white polished porcelain tiles.
Alaska
Traditional octagonal crisp white tiles manufactured to rediscover the classic Victorian appeal.

Octagon 31.6x31.6cm

Taco 6.7x6.7cm
Marks is the latest in our Italian collection that is exclusive to Tile Giant. Available in three shades, this wood-effect glazed porcelain gives a layered and multi-blended aged feeling. Highly modern and on-trend, Marks gives a stripped wood and industrial look that is also durable and practical too.

Grey Lead 14x84cm  Military Green 14x84cm  Plaster White 14x84cm
Laguna

Having rustic charm, this ceramic tile is a traditional mottled terracotta finish on a smooth finish bringing rural tranquility to any home.

Laguna Caldera 33.3x33.3cm
Kitchens

Classic country or modern minimalist, we have the kitchen tile and style for you.
Bisel

Traditional high gloss and matt ceramic tiles, produced in a flat finish with bevelled edge.

- Bianco 10x30cm
- Nero 10x30cm
- Teci 10x30cm
- Carrara 10x20cm
- Nero Matt 10x20cm
- Sage 10x20cm
- Almond 10x20cm
- City 10x20cm
- Plum 10x20cm
- Rojo 10x20cm
- Verde 10x20cm
- Moka 10x30cm
- Perla 10x30cm
- Sage 10x30cm
- Blanco Matt 10x20cm
- Marino 10x20cm
- Cream 10x30cm
- Blanco 10x20cm
- Ivory 10x20cm

We recommend using the ultra-fine Mapei SF grout range to avoid scratching of high gloss black glazed tiles.

Liso

Traditional high gloss ceramic tiles produced in a flat finish.

- Black 10x30cm
- White 10x30cm
- Cream 10x30cm
- Blanco 10x20cm
- Ivory 10x20cm

We recommend using the ultra-fine Mapei SF grout range to avoid scratching of high gloss black glazed tiles.
Cotswold

Rustic wavy edge tile available in ten colours, this gloss tile is at home in the country and urban environment alike.
Bevel Brick Black
10x20cm
973850

Bevel Brick White
10x20cm
946434

Bevel Brick Cream
10x20cm
673462

Mini Bevelled White Brillo
7.5x15cm
873459

Mini Bevelled Black Brillo
7.5x15cm
873458

Mini Bevelled Cream
Brillo 7.5x15cm
873457
Bevelled brick

Timeless classic - this bevelled edge tile is available in a selection of classic colours to add a sophisticated shade to your room.
Vintage

Vintage Mosaic, Plain and Decor are all available as a delightful white or impressive cream glazed tile, with a bumpy texture suitable for the wall that will suit any bathroom or kitchen. These ceramic tiles are available in a matt finish, making them a great choice for creating a Victorian style.

Victorian tiles are unique. They possess a definitive simplicity and an inherent elegance that makes them reinforce the feeling of a timeless quality into an interior. They have a serene quality, which is almost visually palpable. Bring optimum depth and beauty into your home with these classic beauties. There are 15 designs available and it is important to note that these tiles are supplied as a completely random mixture, to ensure an entirely individual finished end product.
Boston Brick

Boston Brick is an appealing glazed tile, with a distressed texture suitable for the wall and floor. This contemporary porcelain tile is available in five colours, North East (terracotta), South (beige), Downtown (beige), which are all matt finish and Night (black) and Day (white) which are satin finish.
We work with leading manufacturers to offer you a range of stunning bathroom designs. From traditional designs to modern classics and contemporary designer collections, you’ll find your complete bathroom available at The Bathroom Showroom.

There’s a choice for every project and budget - whether you’re refreshing an ensuite, adding a cloakroom or refurbishing a family bathroom.

Be inspired and visit your local Bathroom Showroom. Our friendly and knowledgeable staff are ready to make your dream bathroom a reality.
Stoney

Stoney is a sensational glazed tile suitable for the wall that will work in any room in the home. This inkjet ceramic tile is available in a matt finish making it a great choice for creating a natural style. The inkjet technology used in the print design ensures that there is a good variety of designs between the tiles, which will help ensure the range gives an authentic stone effect.

Stow

Offering genuine character, these tiles have translucent glazes that melt, puddle and pool across the face of the tile, flowing to varying degrees, creating variation in shade and subtle texture. Combined with rustic edges, each tile has unique character charm and beauty. Available in seven pastel tones with a gloss finish and includes the shades Stow Sage and Stow Violet (not pictured)*.

* This range is also available in Stow Violet and Stow Sage, please visit www.tilegiant.co.uk or your local store for more information.
Timeless natural stone is the ultimate in luxury. Delve into our ranges of Travertine, Slate, Granite, Marble and Agglomerated Quartz.
Antalya

Delicately timeless, this natural polished marble airs character and beauty with soft tones and distinctive veins. Let this tile encapsulate you in luxury.
Granite

Durable and timeless this classic will never date. Available in two, indulgent dark black sizes, ideal for any modern home.
Travertine

Understated elegance where the quality speaks for itself. Denser than commercial grade travertine, every tile is unique and encompasses the beauty of natural stone. Naturally unique, naturally denser, naturally beautiful and naturally a heat conductor...Kremna Ivory Premium, a Natural choice.
Marble

Exquisite quality with natural tone and characters, our Marble range is available in three different colours and two finishes.
Sheera

A beautiful range of multicolour modular mixed tiles in natural slate. This comes in a pack, which contains 0.72sqm and consists of the following size tiles, creating an individual and unique look.

1x200x400cm
1x400x600cm
2x200x200cm
2x400x400cm
Slate

Available in a selection of different colours from the warm autumnal, charcoal/black of honed, traditional black to the myriad of oyster. We have a wide variety of colours and textures available. Please be aware that splitface mosaics should not be used in areas with direct water contact such as a shower enclosure.
Cotswold Black Limestone

Cotswold Black Limestone is an appealing undulating natural stone, brushed leather finish, suitable for the wall and floor that will complement any bathroom or kitchen. This limestone tile is available in a brushed leather finish making it a great choice for creating a natural stone style.
Mirror

Mirror is our range of agglomerate stone quartz and is bursting with that luxurious designer appeal. Fused with glittering glass, there are five colours available in this range.

We recommend fixing this product with Granirapid adhesive.

White 30x30cm
White 60x60cm
White 30x60cm
Traditional Bumpy White glazed ceramic tiles available in three standard sizes. Perfect for the crisp, clean minimalist bathroom and versatile to be used with any mosaic.
Flat Whites
Contemporary flat white tiles now available in large formats. Great for larger projects, quick and easy to install, and maintenance free. You will find these a great choice for a modern bathroom and competitively priced.
Candy

Traditional ceramic tiles, available in 3 colours. Ideal for smaller bathrooms, kitchen areas or splashbacks. You will find these tiles to be a good choice for quick and easy jobs.

- White 15x15cm (W568140)
- Cream 15x15cm (W568158)
- Black 15x15cm (W568139)
Eternity

A fantastic trade matt glazed porcelain floor tile that can be used in medium footfall. A lovely washed modern effect available in three colours.

- **Beige** 33.3x33.3cm 935627
- **Light Grey** 33.3x33.3cm 917799
- **Nero** 33.3x33.3cm 615043
Austin

One of our latest ranges, Austin has been an immediate success with authentic natural designs and beautiful creamy tones, this range is stunning at a rock bottom price.

Marfil Wall 25x40cm

Marfil Floor 45x45cm
Adhesive, Grout, Preparation & Silicone

Solutions for Tiling

READY MIXED ADHESIVES - quick and simple straight from the tub for interior walls

**Waterproof Fix & Grout**
- Handy 2-in-1 adhesive & grout.
- Ideal for those small jobs needing a quick fix.
- White.
- 7.5kg, 3.75kg & 1.5kg.

**MapeStik**
- Excellent budget adhesive for basic tiling in dry areas.
- For porous bodied tiles & mosaics.
- 15kg.

**MapeGrip D1**
- High grab, high strength adhesive.
- For ceramic tiles in domestic kitchens, bathrooms & showers.
- 15kg, 7.5kg & 2.5kg.

POWDERED ADHESIVES - water and frost resistant for all tile types and sizes on walls or floors

**ProQuick**
- Budget rapid setting adhesive for ceramic tiles.
- Ideal for solid substrates e.g. concrete / screed.
- Available in grey.
- 20kg.

**ProFlexible**
- Tile giant exclusive single part flexible adhesive.
- Flexible rapid setting adhesive for ceramic & porcelain tiles.
- For solid substrates & plywood overlay (min 15mm).
- Available in grey & white.
- 20kg.

**Keraquick**
- Highly versatile flexible rapid setting adhesive for ceramic, porcelain & natural stone.
- For concrete, plywood (min 15mm) & for tiling to underfloor heating systems.
- Available in grey & white.
- 20kg, 10kg & 5kg.

PRODUCTS FOR PREPARATION - correctly prepared substrates ensure tiling success

**Primer G**
- For use on absorbent substrates such as plaster, plasterboard.
- Maximum substrate absorption.
- 9kg, 12kg, 8kg & 4kg.

**Eco Prim Grip**
- Fantastic innovation.
- For priming existing ceramic tiles & painted finishes prior to tiling.
- High grab primer for walls & floors in interior / exterior areas.
- 10kg & 5kg.

**Ultraplan Renovation Screed**
- Provides a flat level base for tiling.
- Fibre reinforced for a range of substrates e.g. concrete, plywood (min 15mm).
- Ideal for underfloor heating systems.
- Rapid setting.
- Walls & floors.
- 22kg.

GROUTS & SEALANTS - interior / exterior application to walls / floors

**Keracolor FF**
- Standard setting water repellent grout.
- For ceramic, porcelain & natural stone.
- Walls & floors.
- 1 litre.
- 25kg & 5kg.

**Keracolor SF**
- Superfine grout grain for joints up to 4mm.
- Ideal for kitchens, bathrooms, showers & swimming pools.
- Ideal for glass and metal corners.
- Walls & floors.
- 25kg & 5kg.

**UltraColor Plus**
- Flexible, water repellent & abrasion resistant grout.
- Rapid setting & colourfast.
- For ceramic, porcelain & natural stone.
- Mould resistant.
- Walls & floors.
- 25kg, 10kg & 2kg.

Ultracolour Plus & Mapei® AC Colour Chart

Due to limitations in the printing process colours should be taken as merely indication of the shades of the actual product.

- 100 White
- 103 Moon White
- 110 Manhattan 2000
- 111 silver Grey
- 112 Medium Grey
- 113 Cement
- 114 Anthracite
- 120 Black
- 130 Jasmine Limestone
- 131 Vanilla
- 132 Beige 2000
- 133 Sand
- 134 Silk
- 135 Golden Dust
- 136 Mud
Providing you with the best possible products for any tiled installation, whether a swimming pool or a kitchen fitted with any type of tile from natural stone to glass mosaics. We can offer a solution for every situation and provide comprehensive support and service.

The products listed below are just a collection from those available. Our friendly staff offer in-store advice to guide you through the correct way to install your tiles ensuring that you will enjoy your tiles for many years. Please ask in-store for assistance.

- **ProGrip**
  - Tile Giant exclusive trade, flexible adhesive
  - Showproof proof adhesive for wet areas.
  - Ideal for showers including power showers.
  - 15kg.

- **MapeGrip D2**
  - Flexible heavy duty showproof adhesive for all shower types.
  - Ideal for frequently used & commercial showers.
  - 15kg, 7.5kg & 2.5kg.

- **Ulramastic III**
  - Brilliant white, flexible showproof adhesive.
  - Can also be used on floors with smaller tile sizes.
  - 15kg & 7.5kg.

- **Granirapid**
  - High performance, high strength, heavy duty rapid setting adhesive.
  - Prevents curling / chiseling of store.
  - Ideal for the installation of approximate stave as well as ceramic & porcelain.
  - Available in grey & white.
  - Grey Kit - A: 20kg & B: 4.4kg.
  - White Kit - A: 19kg & B: 4.4kg.

- **Adesilex P9**
  - High strength, high grab standard setting adhesive.
  - Ceramic, porcelain tiles & mosaics.
  - Kitchens, bathrooms & showers.
  - Walls & floors.
  - Available in grey & white.
  - 20kg.

- **Adesilex P10**
  - White adhesive specifically designed for use with mosaics.
  - Mix with Isotene (50%) when installing glass mosaics & for swimming pools.
  - 25kg & 8kg.

- **Shower Waterproofing Kit**
  - Provides a waterproof shower area & prevents leaks.
  - Simple brush or roller application.
  - All in one kit.

- **Latex Plus**
  - Add to Kerapoxy to improve flexibility & bond strength.
  - Ideal for timber floors & external tiling subjected to heavy weathering.
  - 6kg, 3kg & 1.5kg.

- **Mapetex**
  - Prevents cracked tiles.
  - Anti-fracture membrane for problematic substrates.
  - Suitable for mixed substrates, tile, coated substrates.
  - Can be used with underfloor / under tile tiling.

- **Kerapoxy Design**
  - Highly decorative, impervious & chemical resistant grout.
  - For use on walls, in showers & swimming pools.
  - Wide range of colourful, functional effects especially with glass & designer tiles.
  - 3kg.

- **MapeGlitter**
  - For creating stunning sparkling effects with Kerapoxy Design.
  - Available in silver or light gold.
  - 9.1kg.

- **Mapesil AC**
  - Elastic, water-tight silicone sealant in matching colours to Mapei grouts.
  - mould resistant, bonds to a wide range of materials.
  - Use for expansion joints and as a general sealant in kitchens, bathrooms, showers & swimming pools.
  - 370ml.
NoMorePly®

The first tile backing system with a lifetime guarantee

For advice on installation

call: 0800 0094 354
or visit: NoMorePly.net

Why professionals choose NoMorePly

NoMorePly is a tile backing system used to create a perfect foundation on which to tile floors and walls; ideal for bathrooms, kitchens, wet rooms and comes highly recommended by professional tilers.

The System

1. Prime solid walls with SBR (1 part SBR to 3 parts water) before boarding.
2. Use 6mm or 12mm NoMorePly boards on solid walls - prime the boards on both sides then 'dot and dab' with tile or board adhesive.
3. Use 12mm NoMorePly fixed with MEGA Strength and screws for boarding wood or metal stud walls.
4. Use 6mm NoMorePly fixed with MEGA Strength and screws when over boarding timber floors. Use 6mm fixed with flexible rapid-set tile adhesive onto old concrete floors.
5. Always use a good quality single part flexible adhesive for fixing tiles.
6. Always use MEGA Strength on all joints for extra strength and complete waterproofing.

Helpful Facts

50 screws are enough for 6 boards
200 screws are enough for 25 boards

NoMorePly will hold the heaviest tiles 65kg per m² when fitted correctly.

6mm boards (1200 x 600mm) = 0.72m²
12mm boards (1200mm x 800mm) = 0.96m²
1 tube of Mega Strength for every 5 boards
1 litre of NoMorePly Tiler’s Primer diluted 3:1 with water = 40m²
TILE CUTTERS, TOOLS, TRIMS & ACCESSORIES

**Tile Trims**

**Plastics**
- **White**
  - 7.5mm: 771471 WHITE
  - 771473 CREAM
  - 287517 IVORY
  - 287519 BUFF
  - 287515 BLACK
  - 287521 GREY
- **Cream**
  - 10mm: 771472 WHITE
  - 771474 CREAM
  - 287518 IVORY
  - 287521 BUFF
  - 287523 BLACK
- **Ivory**
  - 10mm: 771472 WHITE
  - 771474 CREAM
  - 287518 IVORY
  - 287521 BUFF
  - 287523 BLACK
- **Buff**
  - 1.2mm: 873481 CREAM
  - 873482 WHITE
  - 873480 BUFF
- **Black**
  - 7.5mm: 771471 BLACK
  - 771473 GREY
- **Grey**
  - 7.5mm: 771471 GREY

**Metals**
- **Chrome**
  - 7.5mm: 771469 WHITE
  - 771470 CREAM
  - 287517 IVORY
  - 287519 BUFF
  - 287515 BLACK
  - 287523 GREY
- **Chrome Pencil Bar**
  - 10mm: 771468 WHITE
  - 287509 CREAM
- **Chrome Square Edge Bar**
  - 10mm: 951025 WHITE
  - 951030 CREAM
- **Chrome Angle**
  - 8mm: 873473 WHITE
  - 951074 CREAM
  - 12mm: 873477 WHITE
  - 951020 CREAM

**Mosaic easyfix**
- Struggling with your mosaic sheets?
- easyfix makes tile mosaic so simple that it’s like fixing one solid tile.
- SKU: 953156 Easyfix mesh sheets

**Dry Drill Bits**
- Drill into tiles of a hard construction, such as porcelain – without the aid of water.
- SKU: 952320 6mm dry drill bit
- SKU: 952325 8mm dry drill bit
- SKU: 952300 10mm dry drill bit
- SKU: 952305 18mm dry drill bit
- SKU: 952310 25mm dry drill bit
- SKU: 952315 35mm dry drill bit

**Tile Spacers**
- www.tileasy.co.uk  T: 02392455050  E: sales@tileasy.com
- Designed for better tiling.
Over 30 Years of solutions

Tile & Stone Care
The Professionals choice

Tools to make light work of cleaning, sealing and after care of tiled surfaces.

As simple as...
Protect your investment in tiles and stone surfaces from stains and ensure they remain looking as good as new with

3 easy steps to a great long-lasting finish

The following are the key products that Tile Giant recommends for particular applications, should you require specialist help or advice please call us or ask in store.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SURFACE TYPE</th>
<th>1 INITIAL CLEAN</th>
<th>2 SEAL</th>
<th>3 AFTER CARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limestone &amp; Travertine</td>
<td>LTP Grimex</td>
<td>LTP Mattstone or LTP Mattstone H20</td>
<td>LTP Waxwash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet Rooms &amp; Swimming Pools (Limestone &amp; Travertine)</td>
<td>LTP Power Stripper</td>
<td>LTP Colour Intensifier</td>
<td>LTP Stonewash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glazed Porcelain &amp; Ceramic</td>
<td>LTP Grimex</td>
<td>LTP Glaze Protector</td>
<td>LTP Floorshine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Slate &amp; Sandstone</td>
<td>LTP Grout Satin Remover</td>
<td>LTP Colour intensifier or LTP Transvax Satin</td>
<td>LTP Floorshine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polished Porcelain, Polished Limestone &amp; Polished Quartz</td>
<td>LTP Grimex</td>
<td>LTP MFG Sealer</td>
<td>LTP Waxwash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grout Care &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td>LTP Mouldex</td>
<td>LTP Grout &amp; Tile Protector</td>
<td>LTP Stonewash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crackle Glazed Tiles</td>
<td>LTP Grimex</td>
<td>LTP Crackle Glaze Protector</td>
<td>LTP Stonewash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Professionals choice

LTP Tools to make light work of cleaning, sealing and after care of tiled surfaces.

Tile Giant is the UK’s leading stockist of LTP Tile & Stone Care products

Collect in store today

The UK’s No.1 manufacturer for the tile and stone industry
T +44 (0) 1823 666213 E info@ltp-online.co.uk
Visit our website www.ltp-online.co.uk
UNDERFLOOR HEATING SOLUTIONS

SOLFEX energy systems offer a variety of electric underfloor heating options suitable for use in bathrooms. These systems are supplied in rolls so are quick and easy to install, and are also compatible with the Neo smart thermostats, allowing total system control via a smartphone, tablet or computer.

**Undertile Heating Mat**

The SOLFEX electric undertile heating mat is specifically designed for use with undertiled floors. The electrical heating cable is attached to a tough fibreglass mesh in a series of loops to fit rooms from 1.0m².

**Features and benefits:**

- Ultra-thin wire (3mm) which will not raise floor levels
- Quick installation - simply roll out the mat with pre-spaced wire and cut & turn the fibreglass mesh to fit the room
- Sturdy fibreglass mesh for extra durability and double-sided tape for secure installation

**The SOLFEX Foil Heater is a streamlined electric radiant floor heating system designed for use with laminate, engineered wood and other floating floors. It can be conveniently installed under the floor finish in both dry and wet areas without the need for additional earth grids.**

- Installed directly underfloor finish; no self-levelling required
- Fully earthed flat aluminium foil won’t raise floor levels
- Wire based system can be adapted to fit around objects
- Great for heating under floating floors such as laminate and hardwood

**SOLFEX Neo Heating Controls**

- Stunning design with soft touch keys
- Self learning optimum start
- Intuitive menu navigation and programming options
- App controllable when paired with a Neo Hub. Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows phone devices.

* Phone not included.
ALL YOU NEED TO COMPLETE THE JOB PERFECTLY.
PLEASE ASK OUR HELPFUL STAFF IF YOU ARE UNSURE, OR REQUIRE THE BEST ADVICE
Simply use the planning grid to measure up the size of your bathroom, hand it over to your installer or local Showroom Sales Manager and we will supply you with a professionally drawn plan using our 3D software of your dream bathroom.
# THE BATHROOM SHOWROOM

## BATHROOMS

## FLOORING

## KITCHENS

## NATURAL

## JUST THE JOB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRANCH DETAILS</th>
<th>INSTALLER’S DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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